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What is the leading  breakdown of 
effective field theory (including 
GR) at a horizon, in string theory? 
Naive estimate:  EFT valid for 
small curvature in units of the 
string tension, 'R (and small tidal 
forces).  
Despite weak curvature, over long 
relative infall times a large energy 
can develop.  This, combined with 
previously proposed string 
spreading dynamics, violates the 
above estimate.  The string-theoretic 
modification of GR this indicates is 
potentially important for black hole physics. 



Hawking evaporation calculation 
gave thermal (information-losing) 
result => Since AdS/CFT says 
otherwise, something has to give.



Various interesting attempts at two 
extremes:
EFT after all? (soft hair, or attempts at 
nonlocal deformation of QFT)
                     ---
Non-perturbative theory (AdS/CFT, 
quantum info, fuzzballs...) Ironically some QI 
based proposals violate quantum mechanics at 
some level with state-dependent operators.
__________________________________
---Intermediate approach within tree-level 
string theory (and perhaps large-Nc gauge 
theory) Regardless of BH information, the 
leading breakdown of EFT in QG (e.g. 
string theory) is a crucial and very basic 
question.
Subtle problem  cf Lowe Polchinski Thorlacius 
Susskind Uglum, et al.  
The fact that it is hard to immediately kill or 
establish such a long range nonlocal 
interaction is remarkable in itself.



Effective Field Theory and 
dangerous irrelevance:

Standard method parameterizing 
our ignorance of high(er) energy 
physics



e.g. scalar quantum fields



There is an infinite sequence of 
`irrelevant' perturbations, those 
with  Since these die out at 
low Energy, we can often make 
reliable physical predictions 
despite our ignorance of this 
infinite sequence.  
However, physics can become 
sensitive to `UV completion' even 
in systems with low input energies. 
This subtlety arises in the 
presence of long time evolution 
and/or large field excursions.



An electromagnetic example:   
Consider a weak electric field 
permeating space, with two 
charges initially sitting at rest.  

The weak field accelerates 
charges over a long time, 
producing a large invariant energy



A similar effect occurs in weakly 
curved geometries with a 
horizon: evolution of trajectories 
of (say) two probes sent in with 
modest energy leads to a large 
nonlocal invariant energy in the 
near horizon region.  





Near horizon:  large energy, but separated in X+:  
non-local large energy invariant.  

String Theory 

Embedding in spacetime 
fluctuates:  formally 
infinite mean square size
                
          < XX > 

because of high-
frequency modes.   Need 
high energy probe to 
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Direction of relative motion:



Light cone time resolution (refined 
prediction)

Agrees precisely with BPST '06 2->2 calculation, 
and with Gross-Mende

Note that this effect is 
causal, just non-local (the 
string is spread out, so 
can potentially interact 
before its center reaches 
the detector).



Trajectories: system 2 (its secondary offshoots) 
can have the required light cone time resolution 
to detect 1.  
------------------------------------------------------------
*Precisely the same prediction arises from the 
Gross-Mende saddle point, if interpreted as 
indicative of the dominant contribution at real 
embedding coordinate X.
*A final piece of intuition, which we will explicitly 
see in our results:  string amplitudes are UV-
soft.  This implies that the probability must 
spread out in position space.  (The question is 
the extent and direction(s) of this spread.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
**On the other hand, the pole structure is 
somewhat similar in ST and QFT)   



This effect, if not an artifact of a 
particular gauge choice (i.e. 
choice of coordinates), leads to 
an interaction between early and 
late infallers that goes beyond the 
predictions of naive effective field 
theory (i.e. not controlled by the 
weak curvature).  The 
acceleration of the trajectories 
exponentially amplifies the 
energy.  However, to get a 
substantial effect in the most 
conservative calculations, the late 
infalling system needs somewhat 
high local energy (e.g. photons 
grazing very near the horizon).  



A similar setup to the black hole 
appears at six points in tree level
flat space string scattering

Light cone/Gross-Mende predict 
C and 1' interact at long range.





Previous S-matrix analysis at 4 & 5 points:  

*Tracing back Gaussian wavepackets' peak 
trajectories (from phases), one finds that 
they meet, and assuming they do directly 
bend into each other (fits with peak 
trajectory of corresponding Bremsstrahlung 
and intermediate string solutions), and that 
scattering in fact includes contributions 
from these peaks, there is early interaction. 
Did not reveal the large ~E' scale, and 
depended on these assumptions. 



At six points, we will find the long scale E' 
appearing directly, in string theory but not 
tree-level QFT.

There are two main technical issues we will 
address explicitly in our setup:

1) Quantum Noise:  The prediction 
(X_spr~E') is in momentum space, while 
the geometry is in position space.
Can control with appropriate wavepackets 
(linear combos of on-shell vertex ops).
Also want to understand contributions from 
tails of wavefunctions (still in progress, but 
see below).

2) Systematics of the scattering 
experiment:  which strings are actually 
interacting?  Evade ambiguity using open 
string gauge invariance to exclude 
unwanted interactions.



Kinematics

Mandelstam Invariants



The six point amplitude is not known in 
closed form, but it is tractable (a) near one 
pole and/or (b) in Regge limits where saddle 
points dominate.Open string ordering A3C21B 
(avoids direct BC joining interaction):



Will compare this to several tree-
level QFT models to understand 
relevant distinctions:

Finite number of poles (same i), not soft.  ST 
contains EFT processes, but may have more.   
(Also true that string production not well 
approximated by summing up particle 
production for massive tower. cf Bachas, 
McAllister/Mitra, ES/Senatore/Zaldarriaga+Polchinski, Kleban 
et al, Puhm Rojas Ugajin...)



In tree-level point particle scattering, the early 
contribution must be from a tail of the 
wavefunction (QFT has commutators of local 
ops).   The range of pC integration is dictated 
partly by wavefunction and partly by amplitude 
(via stress-energy conservation).  [The late 
contribution from the string of poles is also 
calculably spread out in ST]



Direct BC interaction is impossible in this open string 
ordering A3C21B (also in comparison QFTs above).



Energy-momentum conservation









Resulting |A(X)| for 3 QFT cases

Relatively sharply 
peaked, rapidly 
varying near origin, 
well within the E' 
scale.



Resulting |A(X)| for string theory

This is nearly constant over the predicted 
longitudinal spreading scale ~E', in sharp 
contrast to the tree-level QFT models.

Note this X is peak of wavefunction not 
necessarily the scattering position.  
Regardless, at this level it shows clear 
contrast with QFT in longitudinal direction.  
Accords with basic intuition: UV softness->
spreading of probability in X.  



These results can be understood very 
simply from





Summary
Applied to black hole, longitudinal 
spreading implies that a late 
infalling system can sense early 
infaller (e.g. matter that formed 
black hole) in a way that goes 
beyond effective QFT and GR.   
Beyond-GR physics from intrinsic 
string-theoretic non-locality (open 
question: what about QCD...?) 
could exploit large energy built up 
in system of early and late 
infallers near horizon of black 
hole.  Ongoing work to analyze 
and apply this to to to thought 
(and real??) experiments.    


